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Abstract

Objective—Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies of schizophrenia reveal temporal lobe structural brain abnormalities in the superior temporal gyrus and the amygdala-hippocampal complex. However, the middle and inferior temporal gyri have received little investigation, especially in first-episode schizophrenia.

Method—High-spatial-resolution MRI was used to measure gray matter volume in the inferior, middle, and superior temporal gyri in 20 patients with first-episode schizophrenia, 20 patients with first-episode affective psychosis, and 23 healthy comparison subjects.

Results—Gray matter volume in the middle temporal gyrus was smaller bilaterally in patients with first-episode schizophrenia than in comparison subjects and in patients with first-episode affective psychosis. Posterior gray matter volume in the inferior temporal gyrus was smaller bilaterally in both patient groups than in comparison subjects. Among the superior, middle, and inferior temporal gyri, the left posterior superior temporal gyrus gray matter in the schizophrenia group had the smallest volume, the greatest percentage difference, and the largest effect size in comparisons with healthy comparison subjects and with affective psychosis patients.

Conclusions—Smaller gray matter volumes in the left and right middle temporal gyri and left posterior superior temporal gyrus were present in schizophrenia but not in affective psychosis at first hospitalization. In contrast, smaller bilateral posterior inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volume is present in both schizophrenia and affective psychosis at first hospitalization. These findings suggest that smaller gray matter volumes in the dorsal temporal lobe (superior and middle temporal gyri) may be specific to schizophrenia, whereas smaller posterior inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volumes may be related to pathology common to both schizophrenia and affective psychosis.

Abnormalities of the temporal lobe figure prominently in our understanding of the pathology of schizophrenia, especially in the superior temporal gyrus and the amygdala-hippocampal complex (1). The middle and inferior temporal gyri, by contrast, have received far less attention. These gyri, located on the lateral surface of the temporal neocortex, are involved in cognitive processes.
functions such as language, visual perception, and memory (2–4). Given this functional role, examining these gyri might contribute importantly to our understanding of the pathophysiology of schizophrenia.

The superior part of the superior temporal gyrus includes both the primary and secondary auditory sensory cortex (the Heschl gyrus and planum temporale). Recent functional magnetic resonance imaging studies have shown that the superior temporal gyrus is involved in early auditory processing common to speech and nonspeech stimuli (5). The gray matter in the middle temporal gyrus and around the superior temporal sulcus (which separates the superior temporal gyrus from the middle temporal gyrus) is involved in processing the human voice (6) or audiovisual speech (7), which are complex, socially relevant stimuli. The left posterior inferior temporal gyrus is probably involved in the visual word grapheme system and in semantic processing (2,5). The middle and inferior temporal gyri are known to be importantly involved in both dorsal and ventral visual pathways (8) as well as in multimodal and higher sensory processing. Since functional deficits in language, memory (9), and visual spatial perception (10) have all been reported in schizophrenia, gray matter abnormalities in the middle and inferior temporal gyri may be an important anatomical substrate.

In a postmortem study (11), smaller bilateral inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volumes were noted in schizophrenia patients compared with control subjects, although the results fell short of statistical significance. Only a small number of in vivo morphometry studies of the middle and inferior temporal gyri in schizophrenia have been conducted, perhaps because these large regions have more complicated boundaries than other temporal lobe structures. Our laboratory has reported (12) significantly smaller volumes in the left middle temporal gyrus (13%) and bilaterally in the inferior temporal gyri (10%) in male chronic schizophrenia patients compared with healthy control subjects. In contrast, Goldstein et al. (13), using an anatomic landmark-based semiautomated program, found no significant differences in middle or inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volume in chronic schizophrenia patients compared with control subjects.

In studies using voxel-based morphometry methods, findings of reduced volumes in the middle and inferior temporal gyri in schizophrenia have been inconsistent. One study reported reduced gray matter volume in the right middle temporal gyrus in schizophrenia patients compared with healthy control subjects (14), but another reported reduced gray matter volume in the left middle temporal gyrus (15). Most voxel-based morphometry studies, however, have reported no differences in the middle temporal gyrus between schizophrenia patients and healthy control subjects, and none have reported differences in the inferior temporal gyrus.

There are also many potential artifacts in MR images of the inferior temporal gyrus relative to other regions, including the susceptibility effect of air in the ear and the potential segmentation confound of the nearby tentorium cerebelli. Thus it may be more difficult to detect differences between groups in the inferior temporal gyrus when using automated methods, which may be more susceptible to artifacts than are manual measures.

The roles of the middle and inferior temporal gyri in the psychopathology and pathophysiology of schizophrenia are incompletely understood. It is not known to what extent abnormalities in these gyri are present at the beginning of the illness, nor whether such abnormalities are specific to schizophrenia. In this study, we sought to clarify these questions by analyzing temporal gyrus gray matter volumes in patients with first-episode psychosis; to determine the specificity of altered gray matter to schizophrenia, we included patients with both affective and schizophrenic psychoses. We analyzed high-resolution MR images with a manual segmentation method based on three-dimensional information to provide reliable segmentation. In an earlier study (16), we reported that gray matter volume in the left posterior superior temporal gyrus was smaller in first-episode schizophrenia patients than in patients
with affective psychosis and healthy comparison subjects. To determine whether the magnitude of the volume difference in the superior temporal gyrus gray matter differed from that of the middle or inferior temporal gyri, we compared the middle and inferior temporal gyri with the superior temporal gyrus. This study included 46 subjects from our previous study examining the superior temporal gyrus (16) and 17 new subjects—five patients with schizophrenia, four patients with affective psychosis, and eight healthy comparison subjects. Middle and inferior temporal gyrus volumes have not been reported previously for any subject in this study.

**Method**

**Subjects**

Twenty patients with first-episode schizophrenia (16 of them male) and 20 patients with first-episode affective psychosis (17 of them male), including 17 with bipolar disorder in a manic phase and three with major depressive (unipolar) disorder, were recruited from inpatient units at McLean Hospital, a private psychiatric hospital affiliated with Harvard Medical School. Twenty-three healthy comparison subjects (20 of them male) were recruited through newspaper advertisements. The statistical results reported below remained the same after exclusion of the female subjects and when the patients with unipolar depression were excluded from the affective psychosis group. Subjects were given a complete description of the study and provided written informed consent. The study was approved by the local institutional review boards.

The protocols for diagnosis and clinical evaluations have been described in detail elsewhere (16,17). All subjects met the following criteria: age 18 to 55 years; IQ >75; right-handed (18); no history of seizures, head trauma with loss of consciousness, or neurological disorders; and no history of substance dependence within the past 5 years. For the comparison subjects, trained interviewers (D.F.S. and M.E.S.), using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R or DSM-IV (SCID) and the SCID editions for nonpatients (SCID-NP, 19) and personality disorders (SCID-II, 20), ascertained that participants had no axis I or II disorders and that none of their first-degree relatives had axis I disorders. The same interviewers used the SCID and clinical information from the medical records to diagnose the patients in the schizophrenia and affective psychosis groups. Diagnoses were confirmed at a follow-up interview at least 6 months after the initial hospitalization whenever possible. Nineteen patients with schizophrenia, 17 patients with affective psychosis, and 23 comparison subjects were followed. Consistent with the literature (16,17,21), first-episode psychosis was operationally defined as the first psychiatric hospitalization for psychosis.

The median duration of psychotropic medication prior to the scan was 2.9 months (range=0.3–30.0) for the schizophrenia group and 0.7 months (range=0–19.8) for the affective psychosis group, with no significant differences between groups. Patients in the schizophrenia group and the affective psychosis group were variously receiving conventional antipsychotics (five patients and eight patients in the two groups, respectively), atypical antipsychotics (11 in each group), both conventional and atypical antipsychotics (two patients in the schizophrenia group), lithium (three patients and eight patients in the two groups, respectively), sodium valproate (four patients and five patients, respectively), only drugs other than antipsychotics and mood stabilizers (one patient in the affective psychosis group), no medication (one patient in the schizophrenia group). For one patient in the schizophrenia group who was also participating in an independent double-blind medication trial, medication status was unknown.

The socioeconomic status of all participants and of their parents was assessed with the Hollingshead two-factor index (22). The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) was performed with all participants to rule out any dementia or delirium. The information subscale of the WAIS-R was used to estimate general fund of information, and digit span subscales were
used to test immediate and short-term memory, attention, and concentration. Demographic data are summarized in Table 1.

The Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) (23) and the Global Assessment Scale (GAS) (24) were administered to all patients to evaluate severity of illness and general level of functioning.

MRI Acquisition and Processing

MR images were obtained on a 1.5-T General Electric scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee). Two MRI protocols were used. The first was a coronal series of contiguous spoiled gradient/recall acquisition images (repetition time=35 msec, echo time=5 msec, 1 repetition, 45° nutation angle, 24-cm field of view, number of excitations=1.0, matrix=256×256 [192 phase-encoding steps]×124). Voxel dimensions were 0.9375×0.9375×1.5 mm. This protocol was used for delineating and measuring the middle and inferior temporal gyri. The second protocol was an axial series of contiguous double-echo (proton density and T2-weighted) images (repetition time=3,000 msec, echo time=30 and 80 msec, 24-cm field of view, interleaved acquisition with 3-mm slice thickness). Voxel dimensions were 0.9375×0.9375×3.0 mm. This protocol was used to evaluate total intracranial contents volume.

Presaturation of a slab inferior to the head was performed for both the axial and coronal acquisitions to reduce flow-related artifacts and to obtain low arterial signal intensity. The intensity information from spoiled gradient-recall acquisition and T2-weighted images was used in an automated segmentation program to classify tissue into gray matter, white matter, and CSF. Images were aligned by using the line between the anterior and posterior commissures and the sagittal sulcus to correct for head tilt; images were also resampled to make voxels isotropic (sides measured 0.9375 mm).

Definitions of Middle and Inferior Temporal Gyri

The middle and inferior temporal gyri were defined as in our previous study (12). Figure 1 provides an overview of the region of interest subdivisions for each gyrus. Briefly, we used the following neuroanatomical landmarks: the middle temporal gyrus was divided from the superior temporal gyrus by the superior temporal sulcus; the inferior temporal sulcus was used to separate the middle and inferior temporal gyri; and the inferior temporal gyrus was divided from the occipitotemporal gyrus (fusiform gyrus) by the occipitotemporal sulcus. The anterior border of the middle and inferior temporal gyri was the most anterior slice in which the temporal stem could be seen. The posterior border was the anterior tip of the parieto-occipital sulcus.

All editing was done blind to diagnosis. Interrater reliability for each region of interest was evaluated in six randomly selected cases assessed by three independent raters (N.K., T.O., and H.E-H.) blind to diagnosis. Intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.96 for the left middle temporal gyrus, 0.95 for the right middle temporal gyrus, 0.95 for the left inferior temporal gyrus, and 0.96 for the right inferior temporal gyrus.

Comparison of Middle, Inferior, and Superior Temporal Gyri

Superior temporal gyrus gray matter volume was measured for comparison of middle, inferior, and superior temporal gyri, using the same definition as in our previous study (16). Briefly, the anterior border of the superior temporal gyrus is the same as for the middle and inferior temporal gyri. The posterior border of the superior temporal gyrus was the last slice showing the crux of the fornix. The superior temporal gyrus was subdivided into anterior and posterior regions at the first slice that included the mammillary body (see Figure 1). Interrater reliability was evaluated in four randomly selected cases assessed by two raters (Y.H. and N.K.).
Intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.97 for the right anterior superior temporal gyrus, 0.99 for the left posterior superior temporal gyrus, and 0.99 for the right posterior superior temporal gyrus.

The middle and inferior temporal gyri were subdivided into anterior, middle, and posterior subregions at the same landmarks as the superior temporal gyrus. The first slice that included the mamillary body was used as the boundary for subdividing the structure into anterior and middle subdivisions, and the last slice showing the fornix along the crux of the fornix was used as the boundary for subdividing the structure into middle and posterior subdivisions. Anterior subdivisions were the same for all three gyri. Because the middle and inferior temporal gyri extend more posteriorly than the superior temporal gyrus, the posterior superior temporal gyrus corresponds to the mid-middle temporal gyrus and the inferior temporal gyrus (see Figure 1).

Statistical Analysis

Various statistical procedures were used to assess group differences in demographic and clinical variables and in region of interest volumes. The details are available in a data supplement that accompanies the online version of this article.

Results

There were no significant group differences in age or parental socioeconomic status. Patients with first-episode schizophrenia had significantly lower socioeconomic status overall than comparison subjects, which is consistent with reduced functioning due to the disorder (see Table 1). There were no significant differences between the patient groups in age at first medication, duration of medication, antipsychotic medication dose, BPRS total score, or GAS score, although schizophrenia patients tended to be slightly more symptomatic and impaired. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed no significant group differences in total intracranial contents volume. There was no significant group difference in relative length of the region of interest.

Volume of Middle and Inferior Temporal Gyri

Combined middle and inferior temporal gyrus volume differed between groups (F=10.542, df=2, 60, p<0.001), with a significant group-by-subregion interaction (F= 2.624, df=2, 60, p=0.038). Follow-up post hoc tests revealed that schizophrenia patients had smaller middle and inferior temporal gyrus volumes than patients with an affective psychosis (p=0.012, effect size=1.01) and comparison subjects (p<0.001, effect size=1.33). There were no significant differences between the affective psychosis group and the comparison group (p=0.321, effect size=0.44). A table listing all volumes, effect sizes, and between-group comparisons is available in the data supplement that accompanies the online version of this article.

To determine the cause of the group-by-subregion interaction, follow-up three-factor ANOVAs were performed separately for each gyrus. Significant group gray matter volume differences were observed in the middle temporal gyrus (F=7.684, df=2, 60, p=0.001) without group-by-hemisphere or group-by-subregion interactions. Total volume of the middle temporal gyrus was 7.4% smaller in the schizophrenia group (7.7% on the left, 7.1% on the right) than in the affective psychosis group (p=0.009, effect size= 0.96) and 8.5% smaller (7.1% on the left, 9.7% on the right) than in the comparison group (p=0.001, effect size=1.10) (Figure 2). The right middle temporal gyrus was significantly larger than the left middle temporal gyrus in all three groups (F=58.627, df=2, 60, p<0.001).

The inferior temporal gyrus showed significant group differences in gray matter volume (F=5.785, df=2, 60, p = 0.005) with a significant group-by-subregion interaction (F=3.670,
df=2, 60, p=0.007) (see Figure 2). Follow-up two-factor ANOVA further documented a significant group difference (F=8.128, df=2, 60, p=0.001) in the posterior inferior temporal gyrus without a significant group-by-hemisphere interaction. There were neither significant group differences nor group-by-hemisphere interactions in the other subregions. The posterior inferior temporal gyrus volume was 14.2% smaller (11.1% on the left, 17.3% on the right) in the schizophrenia group (p=0.001, effect size= 1.12) and 10.3% smaller (7.3% on the left, 13.3% on the right) in the affective psychosis group (p=0.019, effect size=0.94) than in the comparison group. There were no significant differences between the schizophrenia group and the affective psychosis group (p=0.556, effect size= 0.32). (For both the middle and inferior temporal gyri, see the table containing volume data and statistical analyses in the data supplement that accompanies the online version of this article.)

**Comparison of Middle, Inferior, and Superior Temporal Gyri**

Comparison between the superior, middle, and inferior temporal gyri revealed significant group differences in combined volumes (F=5.677, df=2, 60, p=0.006), with a significant group-by-hemisphere interaction (F=5.293, df=2, 60, p=0.008), a group-by-subregion interaction (F=3.332, df=2, 60, p=0.042), and a group-by-gyrus-by-hemisphere interaction (F=3.617, df=2, 60, p=0.008). To decompose the complex interactions, analyses between gyri were conducted separately for each hemisphere. Follow-up three-factor ANOVA revealed a significant group difference (F= 10.951, df=2, 60, p<0.001) with a significant group-by-subregion interaction (F=4.277, df=2, 60, p=0.018) in the left hemisphere. There was no significant group difference or significant group-by-gyrus, group-by-subregion, or group-by-gyrus-by-subregion interaction in the right hemisphere.

Follow-up one-way ANOVA for each subregion in the left hemisphere revealed a significant group difference (F= 8.731, df=2, 60, p<0.001) in the left posterior superior temporal gyrus (see Figure 2). There were no significant group differences in the other subregions. The left posterior superior temporal gyrus was 13.8% smaller in the schizophrenia group than in the affective psychosis group (p<0.001, effect size=1.16) and 10.5% smaller than in the comparison group (p=0.010, effect size=1.07).

**Correlation With Clinical Measures**

In the schizophrenia group only, age at first medication was negatively correlated with the gray matter volumes of the left middle temporal gyrus ($r = -0.527, p=0.036$), left inferior temporal gyrus ($r = 0.568, p=0.022$), and right middle temporal gyrus ($r = 0.534, p=0.033$) (Figure 3). Age was negatively correlated with left inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volume ($r = -0.499, p=0.025$) in the schizophrenia group only. Region of interest volumes were not significantly correlated with duration of antipsychotic medication or medication dose in either of the patient groups. Region of interest volumes were also not significantly correlated with age in the comparison group.

In terms of correlations with BPRS clinical factors (see Figure 3), in the schizophrenia group only, the right middle inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volume was negatively correlated with the BPRS factor score for hostility/suspiciousness ($r = 0.483, p=0.036$). In the affective psychosis group only, the factor score for withdrawal/retardation was negatively correlated with left total middle temporal gyrus gray matter volume ($r = 0.472, p=0.041$) and left posterior inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volume ($r = -0.558, p=0.013$), and the factor score for anxiety/depression was negatively correlated with left posterior inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volume ($r = 0.469, p=0.043$).
Discussion

We measured middle and inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volumes from high-spatial-resolution MRI scans in patients with first-episode schizophrenia, patients with first-episode affective psychosis, and healthy comparison subjects. We found smaller middle temporal gyrus gray matter volumes bilaterally in the schizophrenia group but not in the affective psychosis group. In contrast, the posterior inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volume was smaller bilaterally in both patient groups than in the comparison group. Compared with these regions, the left posterior superior temporal gyrus gray matter volume in the schizophrenia group had the largest percentage difference and the largest effect sizes in comparisons with the affective psychosis group and the comparison group. The volume differences reported were not due to differences in anterior-posterior boundaries, since the number of slices did not differ among groups.

Only a small number of studies using voxel-based morphometry (14,15) have reported structural abnormalities of the middle or inferior temporal gyri in schizophrenia. In our earlier voxel-based morphometry study (25), the only region that showed significantly less gray matter density was located within the left posterior superior temporal gyrus in patients with first-episode schizophrenia, and there were no significant differences in the middle and inferior temporal gyri. Manual segmentation methods thus offer advantages for detecting differences in the lateral and ventral surfaces of the temporal lobe in structural MRI studies.

The schizophrenia-specific smaller gray matter volumes in the dorsal temporal lobe neocortex (superior and middle temporal gyri) may be related to auditory and related abnormalities in higher cognitive function in schizophrenia, since this region is involved in auditory and related multimodal sensory processing as well as auditory short-term memory and language processing. In contrast, smaller inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volumes were observed bilaterally in both first-episode schizophrenia and first-episode affective psychosis. The latter disorder is associated with few reports of smaller neocortical regions of interest, although a noteworthy exception is the anterior pole of the temporal lobe (26; this reference includes a literature review), a region involved in emotion processing. A similar relationship may exist in the inferior temporal gyrus and fusiform gyrus, since these regions have reciprocal connections with the amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex, which are linked to affect processing and expression (27). The correlations we observed between smaller inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volumes and several factors of the BPRS in the schizophrenia and affective psychosis groups are consistent with this hypothesis. In a postmortem study, Webster et al. (28) reported decreased glucocorticoid receptor mRNA levels in layer IV in the inferior temporal gyrus, possibly reflecting decreased neuronal density, in patients with schizophrenia, bipolar affective disorder, and depression without psychotic features compared with healthy comparison subjects; these findings are also suggestive of posterior inferior temporal gyrus gray matter abnormalities common to schizophrenia and affective psychosis.

In this study, age at first medication was negatively correlated with region of interest volumes in the left and right middle temporal gyri and the left inferior temporal gyrus for the schizophrenia group only: the later the age at first medication, the smaller the volume. In our laboratory, Onitsuka et al. (12) reported a left-lateralized pattern of smaller middle temporal gyrus gray matter volume in patients with chronic schizophrenia. This raises the possibility that reduced gray matter volumes in untreated schizophrenia are progressive but might be ameliorated by medication in the middle and inferior temporal gyri, as we have reported for the left posterior superior temporal gyrus (29) and other laboratories have reported for other regions (30,31). Given reductions observed in gray and white matter volumes in macaques after 1.5–2.3 years of antipsychotic treatment (32), we emphasize the value of first-episode samples to avoid the potential confounding effect of medication. The duration of medication
prior to scanning was brief in our patient groups, and we observed no correlation between volumes and medication duration or dose; moreover, the affective psychosis group exhibited a different pattern of smaller regions of interest than the schizophrenia group.

This study adds to the growing body of evidence that patients with first-episode illness show smaller gray matter volumes, with differential effects between patients with schizophrenia and those with affective psychosis. Smaller gray matter volumes of the left and right middle temporal gyri, the left and right posterior inferior temporal gyri, and the left posterior superior temporal gyrus were observed in patients with schizophrenia at the onset of their illness. Smaller gray matter volumes in the left and right posterior inferior temporal gyri were also evident at illness onset in patients with affective psychosis. Smaller superior and middle temporal gyrus gray matter volumes in the dorsal temporal neocortex may be specific to patients with schizophrenia. Smaller inferior temporal gyrus gray matter volume in the ventral temporal cortex may be related to pathology common to schizophrenia and affective psychoses. More research is needed to determine whether there are progressive middle and inferior temporal gyrus gray matter reductions through the course of illness, as has been observed for superior temporal gyrus gray matter (29). Additional studies will also be needed to confirm the relationship between smaller inferior temporal gyrus volumes and clinical symptoms that we found in an exploratory analysis in this study. As we have previously noted, correlations between clinical symptoms and MRI volumes are often stronger later in the course of illness (29), probably as a result of symptom instability at first hospitalization. The finding of bilaterally smaller inferior temporal gyrus volumes in both schizophrenia and affective psychosis, which has not been previously reported, suggests that abnormalities in this region are important in both types of psychosis. The dorsal to ventral gradient of left-lateralization of abnormalities in schizophrenia is also noteworthy and may correspond to a more lateraled anatomical substrate for language in the dorsal temporal lobe neocortex (12).
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FIGURE 1. Overview of Region of Interest Subdivisions of the Superior, Middle, and Inferior Temporal Gyri

a In the left-hand panel, the superior, middle, and inferior temporal gyri are shown on a coronal slice; the subject’s right is on the viewer’s left (radiologic convention). This slice is in the plane of the posterior superior temporal gyrus, the mid-middle temporal gyrus, and the middle inferior temporal gyrus, as illustrated in the right-hand panel. In the right-hand panel, the region of interest subdivisions in the left hemisphere are shown on a three-dimensional reconstruction.
FIGURE 2. Scatterplots of Relative Gray Matter Volumes of Temporal Gyri in Male Patients With First-Episode Schizophrenia or Affective Psychosis and Healthy Comparison Subjects\textsuperscript{a}

\textsuperscript{a} Mean values are indicated by horizontal bars.

\textit{Am J Psychiatry}. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 October 26.
FIGURE 3. Scatterplots With Least Squares Lines for Age at First Medication and Relative Gray Matter Volumes in Male Patients With First-Episode Schizophrenia, and for Significantly Correlated BPRS Factor Scores and Relative Volumes in Patients With First-Episode Schizophrenia or Affective Psychosis

Spearman’s rho was used for testing statistical significance. No significant correlations with age at first medication were observed for patients with affective psychosis.

a Spearman’s rho was used for testing statistical significance. No significant correlations with age at first medication were observed for patients with affective psychosis.
### TABLE 1
Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Male Patients With First-Episode Schizophrenia or Affective Psychosis and Healthy Comparison Subjects Who Underwent High-Spatial-Resolution MRI Measurement of Temporal Lobe Gray Matter Volumes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Patients With Schizophrenia (N=20)</th>
<th>Patients With Affective Psychosis (N=20)</th>
<th>Healthy Comparison Subjects (N=23)</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>25.3 ± 7.4</td>
<td>22.5 ± 5.2</td>
<td>25.1 ± 4.3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.767</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handedness</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioeconomic status</td>
<td>3.5 ± 1.4</td>
<td>2.8 ± 1.3</td>
<td>2.4 ± 1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents’ socioeconomic status</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.8</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-Mental State Examination</td>
<td>28.0 ± 2.7</td>
<td>29.1 ± 1.3</td>
<td>29.1 ± 1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIS-R information subscale score</td>
<td>11.6 ± 3.2</td>
<td>13.2 ± 2.8</td>
<td>13.1 ± 2.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIS-R digit span subscale score</td>
<td>10.4 ± 3.2</td>
<td>10.6 ± 2.7</td>
<td>11.3 ± 3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale score</td>
<td>37.3 ± 12.3</td>
<td>31.1 ± 8.0</td>
<td>8.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Assessment Scale score</td>
<td>36.4 ± 7.8</td>
<td>41.8 ± 11.3</td>
<td>11.3 ± 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first medication</td>
<td>25.4 ± 7.3</td>
<td>22.8 ± 5.2</td>
<td>5.2 ± 0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipsychotic medication dose (mg/day in chlorpromazine equivalents)</td>
<td>313.1 ± 426.7</td>
<td>168.8 ± 130.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.444</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\) Range, 18–41 years for the patient groups and 18–35 years for the comparison group.

\(b\) Edinburgh Inventory scores; ranges, 0.41–1.00 for the schizophrenia group, 0.44–1.00 for the affective psychosis group, and 0.47–1.00 for the comparison group.

\(c\) Higher scores indicate lower socioeconomic status. Socioeconomic status was significantly lower for the schizophrenia group than for comparison subjects (Tukey’s honestly significant difference test, \(p=0.011\)).